
P3 Literacy – Monday 25th May, 2020 
 

L.I.- I am learning to use my knowledge of the alphabet to put lists 
of words in order. 
 
1. Write out the alphabet in your jotter in neat handwriting.  
    How many letters are there? 
    Circle all the vowels in a coloured pen or pencil. How many are there? 
 
2. Watch the video. 
 
3. Now talk to someone about what you have learned in the video. 
    What can alphabetical order be used for? Have a look around your house for  
    things that are sorted into alphabetical order. 
 
4. Complete the following tasks. Choose your level of challenge. 
 
 
Mild 
Put these lists of words into alphabetical order. Write them in your jotter. 
Remember: If some or all of the words begin with the same letter you need to 
look at the second letter. 
    

a)  red,       blue,      white,      purple,     orange,     pink 
  

b)  moth,    music,     mask,      my,     melon,    milk,  
 

c) time,      toy,      train,      teeth,       tusk,       tail   
 
Use a dictionary to look up the words below. 
Write each word and its definition in your jotter. 
 
 gallon,              germ,              gorilla,             gutter 
 
Now set up your own alphabetical line of objects. Play the ‘Guess the missing 
letter’ game that I showed you on the video with someone at home. 
 
 
 
 



Spicy 
Put these lists of words into alphabetical order. Write them in your jotter. 
 

a) secret,     spacesuit,     story,     sausage,    slippery,   submarine 
 

b) opposite,   oxygen,      orbit,     oats,      ostrich,     oblong 
 

c) hyena,     hurricane,     haddock,      honest,     helmet,    hive 
 

d) spider,     lettuce,     rewind,     soap,     lantern,     roof 
 

Use a dictionary to look up the words below. 
Write each word and its definition in your jotter. 
 
prism           permit,        phantom,        plough,       
 
 
Challenge:  
Make up a code message by giving each letter in the alphabet a number and 
writing words in number codes for someone at home to solve. You could even 
try to do code alphabetical order words! 
 
 
Hot 
Put these lists of words into alphabetical order. Write them in your jotter. 
 

a) telescope,    typical,     timetable,    tambourine,    trouble,   tongue 
 

b) fraction,     flowchart,     fungus,     famous,     female,     fireguard 
 

c)  bulldozer,    butter,    bungalow,    business,   buffalo,   burglar   
 

d)  wasp,      waggon,     wave,    wardrobe,     waiter,     walrus   
 

Use a dictionary to look up the words below. 
Write each word and its definition in your jotter. 
wisdom,          wynd,          wallow,        wrath,         woe 
 

 



Do the Spicy challenge. 
 
Extension: Write the names of everyone in your class in alphabetical order! 


